Demand Italian. Specify Cortina.

Interwoven Collection
Interwoven leathers represent the utmost in luxury. Cortina Leathers has exclusive access
to hand-loomed leathers from a select group of Venetian weavers famous for their high-end
Italian accessories. Cortina offers eleven standard interwoven patterns.
Applications
Upholstery
Pillows
Headboards
Wall Panels
Floor Runners
Width
All patterns are stocked in rolls, 28" wide. Minimum order is (1) linear foor = 2.33 s.f.
The rolls can be produced in lengths according to your specifications.
All patterns with the exception of the Miniweaves and the Milano Weaves are available
to order, in 39" width, with a 25 s.f. minimum (7.7 linear feet). If you require a smaller
quantity, please check to see if we have a remnant. If widths greater than 39" are
required, consider using our embossed collections: Intreccio (woven embossment on
full-size Rustico hides) or the Campania Collection (with some woven patterns with
plates ranging from 39"-54" wide).
Because of selvage (an unfinished edge), the usable width is 27" wide (or 38" for the
39" width). The edges must be turned under or finished in some fashion to prevent the
material from unraveling.
Quantity
Although the Interwoven Collection is fabricated from leather, it is constructed as a
backed fabric, and is supplied on rolls. Therefore, the quantity should not be calculated
by the typical conversion formula of one yard = 18 s.f. of leather. Instead, inform your
furniture manufacturer or workroom that a 28" or 39" wide material has been specified
and request the running yardage requirement.
For use in wall panels or headboards, the use of 24" wide or 35" panels, for 28" or 39"
material respectively will maximize the yield.
One linear foot = 2.33 s.f., based on 28" width.
One linear foot = 3.25 s.f., based on 39" width.
Pricing in the price list is per square foot (not per linear foot).
The Interwoven Collection can be railroaded.
Customs
Customs are available, and minimum quantities differ according to the pattern and
leather. Please contact Customer Service.
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Interwoven Collection
Woven Leathers
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